USB 3.1 CABLE TYPE C TO TYPE
C
USB PRIMUS CC

Once you have experienced the many advantages of a USB-C connection, such
as the high speed of data transfers, the strong wattage of the power supply or the
versatility of such connections, you will not want to do without it. Oehlbach has
now once again paid special tribute to USB-C and has developed a state-of-the-art
cable with the USB Primus CC, which takes the standard to the limit. It delivers data
speeds of 10 GBit/s and in addition PowerDelivery with 40 Watt power. The Primus
CC is based on maximum quality of all components for loss-free transmissions
through and through. This starts with the oxygen-free HPOCC inner conductor, continues with a triple shielding and a durable flexible fabric sheath and ends with the
24kt gold-plated full metal connections with 100% contact reliability - and thanks
to the clever connection base, this is fully maintained even with smartphones in the
protective case.
USB 3.1 USB 3.1
Type-C
TypC

SIGNAL DIRECTION
Bi-Directional

The SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps logo is a registered trademark of USB Implememters Forum, Inc.

cable material

TPE, fabric sheath

Connector material

solid metal plug

Bending radius

40 mm

Inner conductor material

HPOCC® – mono-crystalline oxygen-free copper inner
conductor

cable geometry

Round

Shielding

triple shielding

Shielding construction

2 x aluminium foil + 1 x copper braiding

Transmission rate

10 Gbps

Features

Reliable contact, loss-free signal transmission, 24kt gold
plated contacts , 30 years warranty, PVC Free, Power
Delivery 40 W

Cable diameter

5 mm

Length

Color

EAN

9530

0.50 m

Black/Gold

4003635095300

MSRP (19%)
59.99 €

9531

1m

Black/Gold

4003635095317

69.99 €

9532

2m

Black/Gold

4003635095324

89.00 €

9533

3m

Black/Gold

4003635095331

129.00 €

More information:

item no.
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